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Abstract: This paper presents first results of the use of optical and synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) satellite images to crop classification in Ukraine. The study aims at optimizing SAR parameters to provide timely and economically efficient crop maps/area estimates for Ukrainian landscape. Integration of EO-1 and RADARSAT-2 is done for crop classification using support vector machine (SVM). Classification is carried out per-field. The results on using SAR data for summer crops classification look very promising enabling classification of major summer crops with 10-15% of commission and omission errors under a typical Ukrainian landscape.
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Introduction

Space Research Institute of NAS Ukraine and SSA Ukraine (SRI, Ukraine) is actively involved in the Joint Experiment for Crop Assessment and Monitoring (JECAM) activities of the Group on Earth Observations (GEO), and established two JECAM test sites in Ukraine in 2011 [Kussul et al, 2012]. One of the main problems being solved is crop identification and crop area estimation with the use of satellite optical and synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) images.

Recently, many studies have focused on the estimation of crop acreage and proportions at global scale using time-series of moderate resolution remote sensing images such as MODIS and SPOT-VEGETATION [Verbeiren et al, 2008; Fritz et al, 2008; Pan et al, 2012; Wu and Li, 2012; Vintrou et al, 2012]. The use of synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) images in combination with optical ones for crop acreage estimation and crop monitoring is discussed in [McNairn et al, 2009a,b; Leichtle et al, 2012; Blaes et al, 2005; Skriver et al, 2011; Hoekman et al, 2011]. As to classification algorithms, decision tree (DT) [McNairn et al, 2009a,b; Vintrou et al, 2012; Boryan et al, 2008], artificial neural networks (ANN) [Verbeiren et al, 2008; Fritz et al, 2008; Gallego et al, 2012; Skakun et al, 2007; Kussul et al, 2012], support vector machine (SVM) [Gallego et al, 2012; Kussul et al, 2012; Pal and Foody, 2012], and maximum likelihood (ML) [Pan et al, 2012; Wu and Liu, 2012; Skriver et al, 2011] have been recently the most widely used. In general, overall classification accuracy reported in the literature is 80% to 90% depending on the available remote sensing images, complexity of landscape and extent of the region.

In 2010, SRI completed an EC-JRC contract “Crop area estimation with satellite images in Ukraine” within the MARS and GEOLAND2 projects which showed particular difficulties in discriminating summer crops using satellite optical images [Gallego et al, 2012; Kussul et al, 2012]. This was due to cloud cover, not optimal dates of satellite image acquisition and inherent limits of optical data. Therefore, feasibility and use of satellite synthetic-aperture radar (SAR) multi-polarized images need to be exploited.

This problem is addressed within the SRI project of the SOAR-JECAM program to acquire quad-polarized RADARSAT-2 images. The project aims at optimizing SAR parameters to provide timely and economically efficient crop maps/area estimates for Ukrainian landscape [Kogan et al, 2013; Shelestov et al, 2013; Kussul et al, 2011; Kussul et al, 2010]. This paper discusses the results of integration of SAR and optical satellite images for crop classification in Ukraine.
Study area and data description

For exploring capabilities of satellite SAR imagery to discriminate summer crops in Ukraine, a test site of Vasylkiv county in Kyivska oblast was selected (Fig. 1). The test site incorporates all major summer crops (maize, soy beans, sunflower, sugar beet), and has total area of about 1,200 sq. km.

![Figure 1. The Vasylkiv county test site shown in red](image)

The first RADARSAT-2 images over one of the test-site were acquired on 27 and 30 July 2012. Optical images from EO-1 satellite were acquired on 28 July 2012 as well. Ground observations to support satellite images were carried out on 4 August 2012 to collect in situ measurements (Fig. 2). In total, information on 271 fields was collected. The following crop types were present (Table 1): maize, soy beans, sunflower, sugar beet, harvested winter and spring crops, and minor crops like buckwheat.

![Figure 2. Boundaries of observed crop fields outlined in black over EO-1 VNIR image (a) and RADARSAT 2 quad-pol images (b). The test site area is shown in white. EO-1 Data are courtesy of the NASA Earth Observing One (EO-1) mission operated by the Goddard Space Flight Center, 2012. RADARSAT-2 Data and Products © MacDonald, Dettwiler and Associates Ltd.(2012) - All Rights Reserved. RADARSAT is an official trademark of the Canadian Space Agency.](image)
Table 1. Ground survey statistics

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>Fields observed, %</th>
<th>Total area (ha), %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>63 (23.2%)</td>
<td>6264 (29.5%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy beans</td>
<td>46 (17.0%)</td>
<td>3553 (16.7%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower</td>
<td>19 (7.0%)</td>
<td>1722 (8.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sugar beet</td>
<td>12 (4.4%)</td>
<td>1130 (5.3%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter and spring crops (already harvested)</td>
<td>79 (29.2%)</td>
<td>6184 (29.1%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non agricultural land and minor crops</td>
<td>52 (19.2%)</td>
<td>2369 (11.2%)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>271 (100 %)</td>
<td>21222 (100 %)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Classification method

SAR images were classified using a per-field classification approach. Many previous studies have shown that efficiency of SAR classification can be improved using per-field approach due to the presence of speckle at the pixel level [Blaes et al, 2005]. For each field, a median value of backscatter coefficient was estimated for each polarization (VV, VH, HV, and HH), and was used as an input to classification algorithm. Classification was done using the SVM classifier.

Support vector machine (SVM) became popular for solving problems in classification, regression, and novelty detection [Bishop, 2006]. An important property of support vector machines is that the determination of the model parameters corresponds to a convex optimization problem, and so any local solution is also a global optimum. The SVM is a decision machine and, unlike ANNs, does not provide posterior probabilities. Also, processing new datasets could be resource consuming comparing to the ANNs.

Classification results

Collected data was used for preliminary analysis of the discriminating power of optical, SAR and a combination of them both by visual interpretation and supervised classification. In contrast to optical images visual interpretation of SAR images allows distinguishing maize, soy beans and combined sunflower & sugar beet crops due to different canopy architecture and different scattering processes. Sugar beet and sunflower could not be discriminated.

Numerical analysis was performed using a Support Vector Machine (SVM) classifier. Classification accuracies, commission and omission errors were estimated using a five-fold cross-validation procedure. Special care has been taken to prevent over-fitting of cross-validation procedure due to spatial correlation in collected data. Three different data sets were examined: combined EO-1 and RADARSAT-2, EO-1 only and RADARSAT-2 only data (Table 2).

Total accuracies appear similar in all datasets because they are heavily influenced by winter and spring crop class that is classified equally well by optical and SAR data.

The difference between datasets lies in per crop classification errors. All summer crops are better classified using SAR data rather then optical data. The most profound effect is observed on soy beans that is the second major summer crop after maize in the given area. Using SAR data instead of optical allows decreasing omission error for soybeans from 34% to 13% while maintaining similar level of commission error.

Combined dataset shows gradual decrease of errors for most crops 5% to 10%. Sunflower + sugar beet class is
the most beneficial as combined data allows decreasing classification errors in 1.5-2 times in comparison with optical or SAR data alone. This result is explained by complementary roles of SAR and optical data for discriminating sunflower at flowering phenological stages.

### Table 2. Total accuracy, commission (CE) and omission (OE) classification errors

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Crop</th>
<th>EO1 + R2 CE, %</th>
<th>EO1 CE, %</th>
<th>R2 CE, %</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Maize</td>
<td>11.8</td>
<td>17.6</td>
<td>13.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Soy beans</td>
<td>6.1</td>
<td>7.4</td>
<td>10.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Sunflower + sugar beet</td>
<td>20.0</td>
<td>39.3</td>
<td>28.0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Winter + spring</td>
<td>2.8</td>
<td>6.7</td>
<td>2.9</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### Conclusions

The first results on using SAR data for summer crops classification look very promising enabling classification of major summer crops with 10-15% of commission and omission errors under a typical Ukrainian landscape. Further research is required to ensure robustness of proposed approach on larger areas. Additional efforts should be put on investigation of possibility to substitute quad-polarization SAR data with cheaper wide swath dual-polarization data available from RADARSAT-2 and the upcoming Sentinel-1 satellites.
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